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Abstract
Extraction of the mass difference ∆m from B0B¯0 oscillations involves tagging of bottom
flavour at production and at decay. We show that the asymmetry between the unmixed and
mixed events factorizes into two parts, one depending on the production-tag and the other
on the decay-tag.
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There is now a considerable body of experimental evidence for B0B¯0 oscillations. The
general strategy adopted in gathering it (for a review, see e.g., Ref. [1]) may be stated briefly
as follows: (A) identify the B0 decay events that have one or more out of a lepton ℓ±, a D∗∓,
and a K±, (B) tag the bottom flavour at production by any convenient method: use of jet
charge or high-pT lepton in the opposite-hemisphere, or Bπ
± correlations in the same-side
hemisphere, or asymmetry with polarized electron beam, (C) measure the displacement of
decay vertex from the production vertex, (D) estimate the B0 momentum, and (E) convert
the displacement into propagation time of the neutral beon. From such measurements it
has been demonstrated that the mixed-events occur with a sinusoidal time-dependence that
is characteristic of oscillations. The frequency or mass-difference ∆m of B0B¯0 mixing has
been extracted [2]-[10] from the observed time-dependence.
Data on time-distribution are usually fitted to the charge correlation function between
the numbers of mixed and unmixed events
C(t) =
Nunmixed − Nmixed
Nunmixed + Nmixed
. (1)
Here t is the decay time of B0 measured in its rest frame. The purpose of this note is to
point out that C(t) factorizes into a part that depends on the production tag and another
that depends on the decay tag, provided we neglect terms that contribute to second order
of CP violation. The time dependence of C(t) therefore will not be sensitive to the details
and systematic errors of the production tag.
Let us suppose that the time-distribution of B0 decay is determined by tagging a flavour-
specific mode. Let the flavour at production be determined by the jet charge of the b-jet in
the opposite-side hemisphere (jet charge is determined by a weighted sum of the charges of
the individual tracks; for details, see, e.g., Ref. [4]). We denote the probability to find a
b-jet with normal jet charge (=−1/3) by Pn. The jet from a b can also have the abnormal
charge (=+1/3) if the b fragmented into B¯0 or B¯0s which oscillated to the conjugate meson
having positive bottom flavour; let Pa denote the probability to find a b-jet with abnormal
jet-charge. Hence the probabilities associated with jet production are:
Pn = Prob (b→ J
−), Pa = Prob (b→ J
+), (2)
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P¯n = Prob (b¯→ J
+), P¯a = Prob (b¯→ J
−); (3)
here the superscript (±) on J denotes the sign of the jet charge (±1/3). Clearly, CP
invariance is violated if the difference (Pn − P¯n) or (Pa − P¯a) is non-vanishing.
We take t = 0 to be the instant at which the bb¯ pair is produced (we ignore the rare
events with multiple bb¯ pairs). Let the b¯ fragmentation lead to a neutral beon B0 or B0s
which decays at time t into a flavour-specific mode; this could, for instance, be the fully-
reconstructible mode B0 → J/ψ K∗0 for studying B0B¯0 oscillations, or B0s → D
−
s ℓ
+ ν
for studying B0s B¯
0
s oscillations [11]. In the following we focus on the inclusive decay mode
B0/B¯0 → [D∗(2010)± + anything] and define the decay rates into normal and abnormal
modes as
Dn(t) = Γ(B¯
0(t)→ D∗+ + ... ), Da(t) = Γ(B¯
0(t)→ D∗− + ... ). (4)
D¯n(t) = Γ(B
0(t)→ D∗− + ... ), D¯a(t) = Γ(B
0(t)→ D∗+ + ... ). (5)
Here, the dots ( ... ) indicate ‘anything’; B¯0(t) is the physical state which evolved from a
B¯0 state after a lapse of time t; the decay rates corresponding to initial antiquark (b¯) have
a ‘bar’ on them. Decays classified as abnormal are due to B0B¯0 oscillations. The conditions
implied by CP invariance are [Dn(t)− D¯n(t)] = 0 and [Da(t)− D¯a(t)] = 0.
We now write the relative numbers of events N(ji) , where the first sign j is the sign of
the jet charge and the second sign i is the sign of the D∗ charge:
N(−−) = Pn D¯n + P¯aDa , (6)
N(++) = P¯nDn + Pa D¯a , (7)
N(+−) = P¯nDa + Pa D¯n , (8)
N(−+) = Pn D¯a + P¯aDn . (9)
These expressions are easily interpreted: for instance, N(+−) refers to events with positive
jet charge arising from the decay of either a b¯-hadron which did not oscillate (called normal),
or a b-hadron which did oscillate (called abnormal); the D∗− in the measurement-hemisphere
can result from the decay following either the transition B0(t) → B0 or the transition
B¯0(t)→ B0.
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The relative number of unmixed events containing a bottom jet and the inclusive decay
B0/B¯0 → D∗± + anything, is given by
Nunmixed = N(−−) +N(++) (10)
=
1
2
[ (Pn + P¯n)(Dn + D¯n) + (Pa + P¯a)(Da + D¯a)
− (Pn − P¯n)(Dn − D¯n)− (Pa − P¯a)(Da − D¯a) ] (11)
≃
1
2
[ (Pn + P¯n)(Dn + D¯n) + (Pa + P¯a)(Da + D¯a) ]. (12)
The last step neglects terms that contribute to second order of CP violation. The number
of mixed events (namely, events having abnormal charge either at production or at decay,
but not both) is similarly given by
Nmixed = N(+−) + N(−+) (13)
=
1
2
[ (Pn + P¯n)(Da + D¯a) + (Pa + P¯a)(Dn + D¯n)
− (Pn − P¯n)(Da − D¯a)− (Pa − P¯a)(Dn − D¯n) ] (14)
≃
1
2
[ (Pn + P¯n)(Da + D¯a) + (Pa + P¯a)(Dn + D¯n) ], (15)
wherein the neglected terms of second-order of CP -violation are different from those ne-
glected in Eq. (12). Note that in Eqs. (10) and (13) the charge labels in N(ji) depend on
the tags used for production and decay.
The charge-correlation function C(t) is CP -even. It contains the products (Pi− P¯i)(Dj−
D¯j), with (i, j) = (n, a), which, being quadratic in CP -violation, are presumably small (the
mass-matrix CP violation is believed anyway to be too small to be relevant). Hence it is
quite reasonable to substitute Eqs. (12) and (15) in Eq. (1). Thus C takes the factorized
form
C(t) ≃
[
(Pn + P¯n)− (Pa + P¯a)
(Pn + P¯n) + (Pa + P¯a)
]
×
[
(Dn + D¯n)− (Da + D¯a)
(Dn + D¯n) + (Da + D¯a)
]
. (16)
The first (time-independent) factor involving P ’s refers to the production tag and the second
involving D(t)’s to the decay tag. Obviously Eq. (16) will be exact if the CP -violating
differences (Pi − P¯i) or (Di − D¯i) vanish for i = n and i = a.
Factorization of C(t) is valid under general conditions: There is no need to consider the
production tag in a time-integrated version which is inherent to the jet-charge method; the
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double-time distribution also will factorize. As for decay, any specific channel that can tag
the bottom will suffice.
When a lepton tag is used either at the production end or at the decay end, factorization
would automatically follow. This is because of the general result (see, e.g., Ref. [12])
that direct CP violation cannot show up in decay channels which include a lepton pair ℓν,
provided we assume CPT -invariance, retain terms of lowest-order of the weak Hamiltonian
and ignore the electroweak scattering phase-shifts. Recently the ALEPH group [3] has
verified by simulations that the ‘lepton-signed jet charge’ QℓH(t) does factorize. This is to
be expected because, if we now let the label i in N(ji) denote the lepton charge, the negative
average of the product charges is given by
QℓH(t) = −
∑
j
∑
i (j)(i) N(ji)∑
j
∑
i N(ji)
(17)
= C(t). (18)
When the production-tag and the decay-tag are non-leptonic (for instance, K± and
opposite-side jet, as in Ref. [7]), the terms that prevent factorization can be neglected
as they involve second-order of CP violation. There is yet another case in which Eq. (16) is
exact: this is when the production tag originates from a CP -invariant interaction. Examples
of experimental interest are the asymmetry with polarized electrons [9] based on neutral-
current electroweak interaction and the Bπ± correlations [10] based on strong interaction.
On the other hand, it may be noted that the function
χ(t) =
Nmixed
Nunmixed + Nmixed
=
1− C(t)
2
(19)
(which is akin to the dilepton mixing ratio), does not factorize; the ratio (Nmixed/Nunmixed)
also does not factorize.
In conclusion, when a pair of bottom particles is incoherently produced (as in Z decays),
the asymmetry C(t) between the unmixed and mixed events is well-suited for studying B0B¯0
or B0s B¯
0
s oscillations. It separates into two factors, one depending on the production-tag and
the other on the decay-tag. For this reason, sensitivity to systematic errors associated with
the production tag would be minimal if the frequency ∆m is extracted by using C(t).
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